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INFINITESIMAL AUTOMORPHISMS ON THE

COTANGENT BUNDLE
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§ 1. Introduction.

Let M be an n-dimensional differentiate manifold of class C°°, TM its tangent
bundle and T*M its cotangent bundle. The problem of determining infinitesimal
affine transformations and infinitesimal isometries on TM has been considered by
several authors, including Yano and Kobayashi [9], Tanno [5, 6], Sato [4], Ya-
namoto [7] and Mok [1].

Starting from a torsion-free affine connection 7 on M, Patterson and Walker
[3] have shown how to construct a pseudo-Riemannian metric 7Λ on T*M, which
they called the Riemann extension of 7 to T*M. In [10], Yano and Patterson
have defined the complete lift 7C of 7 to T*M to be the Riemannian connection
of the metric 7*.

In this paper, we shall use the method of adapted frames to determine the
most general infinitesimal affine transformation on (T*M, 7^) and also the most
general infinitesimal isometry on (T*M, 7Λ). It is interesting to note that the
structure of these infinitesimal automorphisms on T*M are quite similar to the
structure of their counterparts on TM.

§ 2. Preliminaries.

In this section, we shall summarize all the basic definitions and results that
are needed later. Most of them are well-known, and details can be found in
Yano [8] and Yano and Patterson [10]. Indices α, by c, ••• h, i, j, ••• have range
In {!,-••, n], while indices A, B, C, ••• λ, μ, v, ••• have range in {1, •••, n;
n-rl,~ ,2n}. We put ϊ=n+ι. Summation over repeated indices is always
implied.

Coordinate systems in M are denoted by (U, xh\ where U is the coordinate
neighbourhood and xh the coordinate functions. Components in (U, xh) of geome-
tric objects on M will be referred to simply as components. We denote the

partial differentiation ^ h by 9Λ.

Let 7 be an affine connection on M with components Γβ. Its covariant dif-
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ferentiation will again be denoted by the same symbol 7. The curvature tensor
R of 7 have components Rkji

h We shall assume throughout the paper that V
is torsion-free.

A vector field X on M with components Xh is an infinitesimal affine trans-
formation of V if

(2.1) djdl

The left hand side of (2.1) are the components

(2.2)

of the Lie derivative Xx^ of V with respect to X. The Lie derivative XXR of
the curvature tensor R is given by

/'O O\ r p h-
\6.0) ~LχKkjί -

It is known that

(2.4)

Hence, XxR=ΰ if X is an infinitesimal affine transformation.
Let g be a pseudo-Riemannian metric on M with components g}i. As usual,

h }
1 is the Christoffel symbol of gΊi and [g-71] is the inverse of the matrix

] ύ
[ g j i ] . A vector field X on M with components Xh is an infinitesimal isometry
on (M, £•) if

The left hand side of (2.5) are the components Xxgjt of the Lie derivative Xxg
of g with respect to X. In terms of the covariant differentiation in (M, g\ we
have

(2.6)

It is also known that

(2.7) JL

Thus an infinitesimal isometry is an infinitesimal affine transformation with
respect to the Riemannian connection of g.

We shall be using the following identities for a torsion-free affine connection
V on M:

(2.8)

(2.9)
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(2.10) ^kΊJX
h-^^kX

h=Rkja

hXa .

(2.8) and (2.9) are respectively Bianchi's first and second identity, while (2.10) is
the Ricci identity for a vector field with components Xh.

Let π : T*M— >M be the canonical projection of T*M onto M. The coor-
dinate system (U, xh} in M induces in a natural way a coordinate system
{π~\U\ (xh, ph}} in T*M, which we call the induced coordinate system. We
sometimes write ph as x* and (xh, ph} as (XA). Components in (π~l(U), XA} of
geometric objects on T*M will be referred to simply as components. We denote

and A by ^ dA respectively.~ d A

Let B be a vector field, C a tensor of type (1, 1) and F a 1-form on M, and
suppose that their components are Bh, Cl

h and Fh respectively. They induce
vector fields B°, γC and Fv on T*M whose components are

-
Bc is called the complete lift of B while Fv the vertical lift of F. On the other
hand, we can prove that a (2, 0) tensor field A on M with components Aha

induces a vector field Λ* on T*M whose components are

For a torsion-free affine connection 7 on M, its Riemann extension 7β is a
pseudo-Riemannian metric on T*M whose components are

(2.13) 7«

Let V6" be the complete l ift of 7, i. e., the Riemannian connection associated
with the metric 7β. It is known that the non-zero components Γ$B of Vσ are

f J4=rfc, ni=pa(dhΓ^-dJΓffi-dlΓ^+2ΓflbΓ^ ,
(2.14)

r Tϊ. _ _ pi ph — _ Γj
1 ji — * jti > L ji — *- hi

§ 3. Adapted frames in T*M.

With the affine connection 7 given on M, we can introduce on each induced
coordinate neighbourhood π~l(U} of T*M a frame field which is very useful in
our computations. It is called the adapted frame on π ~ l ( U ) and consists of the
following 2n linearly independent vector fields {Dλ} = {Dj, Dj} on π~\U}:
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In what follows, we shall often consider the components of tensors and affine
connections on T*M with respect to the adapted frame on π~l(U). We call such
components the frame components to distinguish them from the ordinary com-
ponents of § 2. By using (3.1), it is not difficult to show that the frame com-
ponents of the vector fields γC and Fv are the same as the ordinary components>

namely

*
while the frame components of Bc and A* are

(33) Bc \ Bh 1 A*(3J) B I -/>,7ΛB J ' A 0

Similarly, the frame components of the Riemann extension VΛ are easily seen
to be

(3.4) V*: 10^ = 1" j !"l.
L όji U J

Let 1° be the complete lift of V. It has been shown in Mok [2] that the
possibly non-zero frame components Γ\μ of Vσ are

(O Γ\ 3ΠΛ. —zT~'?ι. f'^.=: h /? α Γ'^- =. Γ*1

and that the possibly non-zero frame components Kωλμ

v of the curvature tensor
R of 7σ are

3 , a l l J l ,
(3-6) ^ _ ^ _ „ .

p .h _ _ D i n . h _ p . Λ, _ p
Λ Λ ^ — Kkjh > Kkji —~~ Kjkι — ~~ K hik

If X is a vector field on T*M with frame components Xv, it can be shown that
the frame components V ̂ ϋ of the covariant derivative ^° X of X are given by

(3.7)

There are formulas analogous to (3.7) for tensor fields of other types.

§ 4. Decomposition of infinitesimal affine transformation.

Suppose X is an infinitesimal affine transformation on (T*M, 7C). By (2.1),
its components XA satisfy

(4.1) dcdBX
A+XEd£Γ^B-ΓjBdEXA+ΓiBdcX

E+Γ^dBX
E=Qf

where ΓCB are the components of 7C given in (2.14).
Let us put (ACB)=(hJϊ) in (4.1). We get djdtXh=0 and so
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(4.2) Xh=Ahapa+Bh

where Aha, Bh are functions of xh only. It is easy to see that Aha and Bh are
respectively the components of a (2, 0) tensor A and a vector field B on M.

If we put (ACB)=(hjϊ} in (4.1) and use (4.2), we get

(4.3) djAiH+r'aA^+rtaA'^Q ,

i. e., 74=0.
If we put (ACB)=(hji) in (4.1) and use (4.2), considering only those terms

not involving ph, we get

which is the condition for B to be an infinitesimal aίfine transformation.
Let us now put (ACB)=(h]ϊ) in (4.1) and use (4.2). We get

(4.4) 9j9ϊ**=

Hence, X* can be expressed in the form

(4.5) Xs=ΓίtA^pJpt

where El

hJ Fh are functions of xh only.
Γ Bh 1

It now follows that n. . „ are the components of the vector field
I hhpτ-\-rh J

X— A*. By looking at its transformation law, it is easy to see that Fh are the
Γ Bh Ί

components of a 1-form F on M. Thus, . are the components of the
L t^hPi J

vector field X-A*-FV. Guided by the form of the components of Bc (cf. (2.11)),

we put Ei=—dhB
l+Ci. Then . are the components of the vector field

X— A*— Fv— B°. By looking at its transformation law, we see that C\ are the
components of a (1, 1) tensor C on M and that

X-A*-Fv-Bc=γC.

Let us obtain further information on C. We put (ACB)=(hjϊ), use (4.2) and
(4.5) and consider only those terms not involving ph. What we get is

As B is an infinitesimal affine transformation, we see that 7C=0.
We summarize what we obtain so far in

PROPOSITION 4.1. Let 7C be the complete lift of a torsion-free ajfine connec-
tion 7 on M to T*M. An infinitesimal affine transformation X on (T*M, 7C) can
be expressed uniquely in the form
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where A is a (2, 0) tensor field on M satisfying 7Λ— 0,
B is an infinitesimal affine transformation on (M, 7),
C is a (1, 1) tensor field on M satisfying 7C— 0

and F is a I- form on M.

We can obtain further conditions on A, B, C, F by considering terms involv-
ing ph after putting (ACB}=(hjΐ) in (4.1) and so on. In theory, by carrying this
process to the end, we should get the general form of an infinitesimal affine
transformation on (T*M, 7C). But in practice, this process becomes more and
more involved and tends to be unmanageable. However, having succeeded in
decomposing an infinitesimal affine transformation as the sum of vector fields,
we now switch to the adapted frames.

§ 5. Infinitesimal affine transformations on (T*M, 7C).

Let X be an infinitesimal affine transformation on (T*M, 7C) and suppose
that it is expressed uniquely in the form X=A*JrBCjrγCJrFv as in Proposition
4.1. By (3.2) and (3.3), the frame components Xv of X are given by

(51) ΓXΊ(5J) L A J

In what follows, we shall compute the frame components Xχf\μ of J£χ3c accord-
ing to (cf. (2.2))

(5.2) Xxf\^Ψ^c

μX^Rωλ^X- .

By equating Xχf\μ to zero, we then get the conditions on A, B, C, F for X to
be an infinitesimal affine transformation. We do our computations in stages.

First, the frame components 7£Zy of ^CX can be calculated by using (5.1),
(3.5) and (3.7). The expressions thus obtained, after simplification by the condi-
tions on A, B, C in Proposition 4.1, become

(5.3)

We remark that to obtain the coefficient of pa in 7?A we have to use the Ricci
identity (2.10) for the vector field B.

Next, the frame components of VJ7^V can be calculated by using (5.3) and
(3.5). The expressions thus obtained, after simplification by the conditions on
A, B, C in Proposition 4.1, become
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(5.4)

Finally, the frame components of -£χf"ίμ can be calculated by using (5.2),
(5.4), (3.6)*and (5.1). The expressions thus obtained, after simplifications by the
conditionsjon A, B, C in Proposition 4.1, become

(5.5)

Let us analyse the conditions we get when we equate (5.5) to zero. Apart
from the expression for _C.v/% the rest of (5.5) when equated to zero is equi-
valent to

(5.6) Λw<M»«=.R«JM»*=.R4lJM*» .

Let us assume (5.6) and try to simplify the expression for XχΓ%. We first write
PaPcWtRmf-^iR^A1" as

using the Bianchi's second identity (2.9). We then use (5.6) to transform it into
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Thus, papc(^^hιja-^jRbίna)Λbc = Q^ Next, we note that J:BRhlJ

a = 0 by the
remark following (2.4). Hence, -CχΓ% reduces to

It follows that the result of equating (5.5) to zero is equivalent to (5.6) and

(5.7) R^bCί=RbtJ

ΛCi , 7,7<

Thus, the conditions in Proposition 4.1 together with (5.6) and (5.7) determine
the most general infinitesimal affine transformation on (T*M, 7C). We state this
as our main result in

THEOREM 5.1. Let 7C be the complete lift of a torsion-free affine connection
V on M to T*M. The most general infinitesimal affine transformation X on
(T*M, 7C) can be expressed uniquely in the form

(5.8) X=

where A is a (2, 0) tensor field on M satisfying

7,4=0 , Rbjί

hAba=RίbJ

aAbh=RblJ

aAhb ,

B is an infinitesimal affine transformation on (M, 7),
C is a (1, 1) tensor field on M satisfying

7C=0, RhlJ

bCa

b=RblJ

aCb

h,

and F is a 1-form satisfying 7J7<FΛ+#ftt/F6=0 .

§ 6. Infinitesimal isometries on (T*M, 7β).

Let us return to the Riemann extension 7Λ of the affine connection 7 and
determine its infinitesimal isometries. Thus, let X be an infinitesimal isometry
on (T*M, 7β). In particular, X is an infinitesimal affine transformation on (T*M,
7C) (cf. remark following (2.7)) and according to Theorem 5.1, it can be expressed
uniquely in the form

X=A*+Bc+γC+Fv

with A, B, Ct F satisfying the conditions listed in Theorem 5.1. What we now
do is to compute the frame components XχGλμ of -£χ*7R according to (cf. (2.6))
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(β.l)

and then equate the expressions thus obtained to zero.
On substituting the frame components Gλv and V^v listed in (3.4) and (5.3)

into (β.l) and simplifying the resulting expressions by the conditions in Theorem
5.1, we get the following frame components for ~CχGλ[t :

(6.2)

We now look at (6.2) in greater detail. First, write PaPc(RjbιajrRib3

a)Abc as

^~PaPcl(Rj

Thus papc(Rjbl

ajrRibj
a)Abc=Q. Hence, the infinitesimal transformation in Theorem

5.1 is an infinitesimal isometry iff

(6.3) A3i+Al'=Q, C*.=0 and

Next, we note that (6.3) implies some of the conditions in Theorem 5.1. In fact,
the last equality in

(5.6) Rbji

hAba=RibJ

aAbh=RblJ

aAhb

is a consequence of (6.3)!. On the other hand (6.3)3 implies

(5.7)2 7,7<FΛ+ΛM/F6=0

because of the following

LEMMA 6.1. Let 7 be a torsion-free affine connection and F a 1-form on M.
Let Hjt^jFi+ViFj, Fj being the components of F. Then

The proof of Lemma 6.1 is a direct calculation, using the following Ricci
identity for a 1-form on M:

Finally, we summarize the result of this section in

THEOREM 6.2. Let ΊR be the Riemann extension of a torsion-free affine con-
nection 7 on M to T*M. The most general infinitesimal isometry X on (T*M, 7Λ)
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can be expressed uniquely in the form

where A is a (2, 0) tensor field on M satisfying

0 , 7/1=0 , Rbji

hAb

B is an infinitesimal affine transformation on (M, 7),
and F is a 1-form on M satisfying 7^+ 7^=0.
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